Effect of parent-delivered action observation therapy on upper limb function in unilateral cerebral palsy: a randomized controlled trial
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AIM To determine whether home-based, parent-delivered therapy comprising action observation (AO) and repeated practice (RP) improves upper limb function more than RP alone in children with unilateral cerebral palsy (UCP).

METHOD Design: single-blinded parallel-group randomized controlled trial with 1:1 allocation comparing AO+RP (intervention) with RP alone (control). Randomization: computer-generated, with allocation concealment by opaque sequentially-numbered envelopes. Setting: northern England, August 2011 to September 2013. Participants: 70 children with UCP; mean age 5.6 years (SD 2.1), 31 female. Intervention: home-based activities were provided, tailored to interests and abilities. Duration: 15 minutes/day, 5 days/week for 3 months. Assessments: Assisting Hand Assessment (AHA; primary outcome measure), Melbourne Assessment 2 (MA2), and ABILHAND-Kids at baseline, 3 months, and 6 months.

RESULTS Outcome data was available at 3 months for 28 children in the AO+RP group and 31 controls, and at 6 months for 26 and 28 children respectively. There were no between-group differences in AHA, MA2, or ABILHAND-Kids at 3 or 6 months versus baseline (all \( p > 0.05 \)). Combined-group improvements (\( p < 0.001 \)), observed in AHA and MA2 at 3 months, were maintained at 6 months. ABILHAND-Kids also showed improvement at 3 months (\( p = 0.003 \)), maintained at 6 months.

INTERPRETATION Parent-delivered RP (with or without AO) improves upper limb function and could supplement therapist input.

Unilateral cerebral palsy (UCP) is the commonest form of cerebral palsy (CP), with a prevalence of 0.6 per 1000 live births. Characteristic features of hand function in UCP include weak grasp, reduced speed, loss of fine motor skills, and spasticity. Known effective interventions for the upper limb, such as constraint-induced movement therapy (CIMT) and hand-arm bimanual intensive therapy (HABIT), are time-intensive and require high levels of therapist input. However, insufficient therapy service provision for children with disabilities is an internationally recognized problem. Other models of service delivery must be explored, including family-centred, parent-delivered approaches to supplement therapist input. One such intervention which lends itself to a parent-delivered approach is action observation (AO) therapy.

The discovery of the Mirror Neuron System, a bilateral cortical network activated similarly during action observation and execution, and contributing to motor learning, led to investigations of AO therapy for the upper limb in stroke. The rationale was that AO primed brain regions involved in movement production, enhancing the benefits of subsequent movement practice. Results in stroke were encouraging, but few studies have assessed AO therapy in children with CP. Buccino et al. undertook a pilot study of 15 children aged 6 to 11 years with hemiplegia or tetraplegia. Children attended 15 physiotherapist-led rehabilitation sessions at a clinical centre. During sessions, both groups watched three to four video clips (which for the intervention group showed motor tasks), each lasting three minutes, and each followed by 2 minutes of therapist-guided action execution. Improvement in the Melbourne Assessment of Unilateral Upper Limb Function (MUUL) occurred in the intervention group only. However, no follow-up data beyond the immediate post-treatment period were provided. Subsequently Sgandurra et al. studied 24 children aged 6 to 14 years with UCP, using a similar protocol to Buccino. Children underwent 15 hour-long therapy sessions within 3 weeks. One week post-intervention, the intervention group had improved significantly more than controls on the Assisting Hand Assessment (AHA),
but the effect was not sustained. Interestingly, no between-group differences were observed in the MUUL.\textsuperscript{13}

Intervention delivery in these studies is therapist-intensive and, arguably, does not make the best use of therapist time and skills. Recently, parent-delivered occupational therapy home programmes for children with CP were shown to improve performance and parental satisfaction with upper limb function,\textsuperscript{14} and CIMT\textsuperscript{15} and HABIT\textsuperscript{16} have also been explored in home-based settings with encouraging findings. We reasoned that with appropriate training and support, parents could undertake AO therapy with their child in the home, freeing up therapist time for more specialist input. Moreover, rather than viewing videoed movements, children could observe parents modelling the movements, potentially facilitating motor learning. We envisaged a play-based approach to enhance task engagement.

We aimed to assess the effectiveness of parent-delivered play-based AO therapy with repeated practice (AO+RP) versus RP alone. We hypothesized that the AO+RP group would show greater improvements in hand function than the RP group. We also aimed to assess the overall effectiveness of the home-based play-therapy by combining the AO+RP and RP groups. We predicted an improvement between baseline and 3-month follow-up, maintained at 6 months.

METHOD
We undertook a single-centre, single-blinded (outcomes assessor) parallel-group randomized controlled trial (RCT) with 1:1 allocation. The trial was registered (ISRCTN 65947097) and approved by Newcastle & North Tyneside 2 Research Ethics Committee.

Participants and setting
Children aged 3 to 10 years with UCP predominantly affecting arm and hand function were eligible for inclusion. Children who were registered visually impaired, unable or unwilling to understand or attempt the tasks, or with no active grasp in the affected hand, were excluded, as were children who were expecting another intervention or who had undergone an intervention in the preceding 3 months. Such interventions included upper limb botulinum toxin injections, surgical intervention, or introduction of Lyrica sleeves/suits or similar. Recruitment was through clinicians based at 10 hospitals in northern England. All studies took place at the Sir James Spence Institute, Royal Victoria Infirmary, Newcastle upon Tyne.

Interventions
The intervention was an individualized parent-delivered home-based play therapy programme. AO+RP and RP interventions were both based on repeated movement practice and differed by a single detail: the control (RP) group played independently (with parental supervision), while the AO+RP group watched a parent perform the movement each time before attempting it. In both groups, parents sat next to the child, facing the same direction, and on the side of the less-affected hand. Thus, the AO+RP group could observe parental hand movements from an egocentric viewpoint. Additionally, the parent was on the side of the child least likely to be affected by visual neglect or field defects. Details of instructions for each group are available (Data SI–III, online supporting information, or tiny.cc/genericinstruct).

Baseline assessments, specifically AHA,\textsuperscript{12} Melbourne Assessment-2 (MA2),\textsuperscript{17} and ABILHAND-Kids,\textsuperscript{13} were used to establish areas of difficulty in manual activities for each child, such as reaching, grasp, and manipulating small items. These, along with the child’s interests and abilities, informed the choice of intervention activities. Families were provided with materials for the activities along with individually tailored, illustrated instruction booklets emphasizing the desired movements, plus the seating instructions and allocation-specific approach. AB explained the approach and demonstrated the activities to parents (Data SI–III, online supporting information, or tiny.cc/play-therapy for examples). To reduce cross-contamination, we asked families not to discuss the details of their participation.

The intervention lasted 3 months. Parents were asked to deliver five sessions per week, each lasting 15 minutes. They received a therapy diary to document session details, and reward stickers for the children (Data SI–III, online supporting information, or tiny.cc/theraphydiary). To enhance compliance and treatment fidelity, families were telephoned fortnightly for support. AB also undertook a home visit at 6 weeks, delivering new activities to maintain interest and motivation. Overall, each child received around 12 tailored activities.

Outcomes
The primary outcome measure was the AHA,\textsuperscript{12} assessing spontaneous use (‘performance’) of the affected hand in bimanual activities. Secondary outcome measures were the MA2\textsuperscript{17} measuring unimanual capacity, and the ABILHAND-Kids questionnaire\textsuperscript{13} measuring hand function in activities of daily living. These were completed at baseline, 3 months to assess the effect of the intervention, and 6 months to assess maintenance of effects.

Outcome measures were selected based on published recommendations,\textsuperscript{18} to give a comprehensive overview of performance,\textsuperscript{19} capacity,\textsuperscript{17} and function.\textsuperscript{13} All three have excellent psychometric properties. Furthermore, scores on these assessments do not spontaneously improve over 1 year in children with UCP.\textsuperscript{20} However, the ABILHAND-Kids questionnaire is validated only for children aged 6 to 15 years, so was used only for those aged 6 years and above.
Sample size
Sample size was calculated using G*Power (http://www.gpower.hhu.de; Dusseldorf University). A sample of 58 participants could detect an effect size of 0.75 with 80% power with alpha 0.05 using a two-tailed test. This sample size choice was pragmatic, based on recruitment feasibility, and reflected the size of retained effects in constraint therapy in young children with UCP using the same primary outcome measure. A recruitment target of 70 participants was set to compensate for possible attrition.

Randomization and blinding
The allocation schedule was generated independently by a member of Newcastle Clinical Trials Unit. Sequentially numbered sealed opaque envelopes containing the allocations were used, stored in a locked cabinet to which AB had access. Once written informed consent had been obtained by EK, participants were randomized by AB. Envelopes were opened in numbered order and contained a card labelled ‘treatment’ or ‘control’. AB recorded the participant name, code, and randomization date on the card.

The study was single-blinded, with the outcomes assessors (EK and JP) naïve to group allocation. Families were told the nature of the intervention for their child, but not whether they were in the intervention (AO+RP) or control group. At the end of the study, all participants were debriefed through the provision of a letter that explained the two trial arms, which arm their child was in, and preliminary findings.

Statistical methods
Data were analyzed using SPSS 21.0 (IBM Corp., Armonk, NY, USA). Change scores were calculated by subtracting baseline scores from 3-month and 6-month follow-up scores. Descriptive summary statistics were tabulated for each group at baseline and data checked for normality. Chi-squared tests were used to investigate for bias in missing data according to allocation group, side of hemiplegia, age, or sex. Bonferroni correction was used to adjust for pairwise multiple comparisons.

Primary outcome: Assisting Hand Assessment
Total scores were converted to logit-based AHA units. To allow for within-participant correlations over time, we fitted a linear mixed-effects model with a compound symmetry repeated covariance structure, participant specified as a variable with correlated random effects, and time as a repeated measure. Variables were group, time (baseline, 3mo, and 6mo), and group*time as fixed effects, with age as a covariate. Estimation of parameters was undertaken using the restricted maximum likelihood method.

Secondary outcome (I): Melbourne Assessment 2
The MA2 comprises four ordinal subscales (accuracy, fluency, range of movement, and dexterity), each expressed as a percentage. Change scores from 0 to 3 months and 0 to 6 months were compared between groups for each subscale using Mann–Whitney U tests. Where no between-group differences were found, combined-group scores were compared at baseline, 3 months, and 6 months using Friedman’s one-way ANOVA. Post-hoc pairwise comparisons were made using Wilcoxon signed-rank tests.

Secondary outcome (II): ABILHAND-Kids
The ABILHAND-Kids questionnaire was assessed in children aged 6 years and over. In view of the reduced sample size, non-parametric statistics were used (exactly as for MA2).

RESULTS
Figure 1 summarizes participant flow. Two children had missing baseline data: video-recorded baseline AHA data for one child in the RP group was lost because of a technical problem, and one child from the AO+RP group was unwilling to complete the baseline MA2 assessment. Two children did not receive their allocated intervention: one was found to be ineligible after randomization, and the other completed baseline assessments but then repeatedly failed to attend, eventually withdrawing without receiving any intervention. Eleven children (15.6%) had missing data on either primary or secondary outcome measures at 3-month follow-up, which falls within acceptable limits.

Recruitment occurred between August 2011 and March 2013, and assessments were completed by September 2013, when the trial finished. There were no adverse events in relation to either the therapy or the assessments.

Participant demographics and results of baseline assessments by allocation are summarized in Table I. Data analysis was by the original assigned group allocation. Participants with missing baseline data or who did not attend the 3-month visit were however excluded from analysis. Comparisons between children with complete follow-up data and those with missing follow-up data on the basis of age, sex, allocation, and side of hemiplegia confirmed that data were missing at random. No imputation was used, as all available data were included in the analyses. Table II summarizes the change in outcome measure scores at 3- and 6-month follow-up for the AO+RP and RP groups.

Assisting Hand Assessment
The linear mixed model showed no significant interaction between group and time ($F_{(2,108.3)}=0.32, p=0.72$) – neither was there any significant main effect of group ($F_{(1, 66.1)}=0.96, p=0.332$) or age ($F_{(1, 66.1)}=1.64, p=0.21$). However, there was a significant effect of time ($F_{(2,108.3)}=11.4, p<0.001$). Pairwise comparisons of the combined groups over time showed significant improvements from baseline to 3 months (95% confidence interval [CI]: 0.90–2.96 logit-based AHA units, $p<0.001$, $d=0.55$), and from baseline to 6 months (95% CI: 0.46–2.58 logit-based AHA units, $p=0.002$, $d=0.42$).
Analysed 0–3mo data (n=28)
- Including all participants followed-up at 3mo

Analysed 0–6mo data (n=26)
- Including all participants followed-up at 6mo

Followed-up at 3mo (n=28)
- Lost to follow-up (n=4)
  - Unavailable for follow-up appointment (n=3)
  - Unable to contact (n=1)
- Discontinued intervention (n=2)
  - Lack of engagement (n=2)

Followed-up at 3mo (n=31)
- Lost to follow-up (n=3)
  - Unavailable for follow-up appointment (n=2)
  - Unable to contact (n=1)
- Discontinued intervention (n=0)

Followed-up at 6mo (n=26)
- Lost to follow-up after 3mo assessment (n=2)
  - Unavailable for follow-up appointment (n=1)
  - Unable to contact (n=1)

Followed-up at 6mo (n=28)
- Lost to follow-up after 3mo assessment (n=3)
  - Unavailable for follow-up appointment (n=2)
  - Unwilling to attend follow-up appointment (n=1)

Analysed 0–3mo (n=30)
- Including participants followed-up at 3mo, apart from one participant with missing baseline AHA data due to a technical error

Analysed 0–6mo data (n=27)
- Including participants followed-up at 6mo, apart from one participant with missing baseline AHA data due to a technical error (as above)

Figure 1: CONSORT diagram indicating participant flow. AO, action observation; RP, repeated practice; AHA, Assisting Hand Assessment.
Table I: Summary of participant demographics and baseline scores by allocation group

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>AO+RP</th>
<th>RP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age (median IQR)</td>
<td>5y 2mo</td>
<td>5y 4mo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sex n Female</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Side affected</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AHA n (missing)</td>
<td>35 (0)</td>
<td>33 (2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROM Mean (SD)</td>
<td>68.5 (32.2)</td>
<td>61.7 (31.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACC (%)</td>
<td>83.3 (27.2)</td>
<td>82.0 (36.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FLU (%)</td>
<td>61.0 (38.1)</td>
<td>52.4 (29.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DEX (%)</td>
<td>59.4 (38.1)</td>
<td>50.0 (32.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ABILHAND- Kids* Mean (logits)</td>
<td>1.48 (2.11)</td>
<td>1.03 (1.81)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Based on children aged 6 years and older. AO, action observation; RP, repeated practice; IQR, interquartile range. AHA, Assisting Hand Assessment; MA2, Melbourne Assessment 2, subscore abbreviations: ROM, range of movement; ACC, accuracy; FLU, fluency; DEX, dexterity.

Melbourne Assessment 2

Figure 2 summarizes the MA2 subscale change scores from baseline for each group. No significant between-group differences in change scores were identified on any subscale compared with baseline. With regards to combined group changes, all subscales showed significant improvement at 3 months compared with baseline (Range of motion: $z=4.61$, $p<0.001$, $r=0.42$; Accuracy: $z=4.09$, $p<0.001$, $r=0.38$; Fluency: $z=3.02$, $p=0.003$, $r=0.28$; Dexterity: $z=3.30$, $p=0.001$, $r=0.30$). These changes persisted at 6 months (Table SI, online supporting information).

ABILHAND-Kids

There was no difference in improvement on ABILHAND-Kids scores between AO+RP and RP groups at 3 months ($U=46$, $p=0.56$, $r=0.14$) or 6 months ($U=58$, $p=0.90$, $r=0.04$). However, there were significant combined-group changes over time ($\chi^2=12.5$, df=2, $p=0.002$). Pairwise comparisons showed an increase in scores between baseline and 3 months (median improvement 0.67 logits, $z=-2.73$, $p=0.003$, $r=0.42$), persisting at 6 months.

Compliance

Forty-two therapy diaries were returned (22 from the AO+RP group). The mean number of play sessions was 48.2 (SD 19.3) in the therapy group and 54.8 (SD 23.1) in the control group.

DISCUSSION

Our study did not demonstrate a significant improvement in hand function with AO+RP compared with RP alone in children age 3 to 10 years with UCP. This finding is in contrast to Sgandurra et al. Key differences between these trials include the setting, dose, and duration of therapy and sample size.

Setting

Our trial differs from those previously undertaken in using a parent-delivered, home-based therapy model. We chose this model because of the straightforward nature of the approach and the potential to supplement therapy services, which currently cannot provide high-intensity upper limb input to all eligible children. However, monitoring of treatment fidelity is more challenging in this setting than in a clinic-based environment with therapist delivery. Written instructions, training, telephone support, therapy diaries, and a home visit were used to encourage adherence to the allocated intervention. However, although the importance of the watching and copying approach was emphasized in the therapy group, and parents in the control group were told to encourage their child to undertake the activities independently, they could not be strictly monitored. Children in the AO+RP group may not always have observed movements before performing them, because of poor attention or lack of parental emphasis. Thus it is possible that the approaches for the two groups differed less than intended. Our conclusion remains that within a home-based parent-delivered setting, the approaches produce similar outcomes. It is perhaps also

Table II: Change scores from baseline for primary and secondary outcome measures at 3- and 6-month follow-up

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>3mo follow-up</th>
<th>6mo follow-up</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>AO+RP</td>
<td>RP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AHA</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Logit-based AHA units</td>
<td>2.2 (1.3, 3.1)</td>
<td>1.6 (0.6, 2.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MA2</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROM %</td>
<td>7.4 (4.4, 10.7)</td>
<td>7.4 (3.7, 11.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACC %</td>
<td>4.8 (1.2, 12.0)</td>
<td>5.9 (5.0, 16.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FLU %</td>
<td>2.4 (–0.6, 9.5)</td>
<td>4.8 (2.4, 11.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DEX %</td>
<td>8.8 (3.1, 18.8)</td>
<td>0.0 (0.0, 12.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ABILHAND- Kids</td>
<td>0.67 (2.0, 1.7)</td>
<td>0.67 (–0.4, 1.4)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

AO, action observation; RP, repeated practice; AHA, Assisting Hand Assessment; MA2, Melbourne Assessment 2; Mdn, median score; ROM, range of movement; ACC, accuracy; FLU, fluency; DEX, dexterity. Results are shown in bold where 95% CI (confidence interval) for change scores do not overlap 0.
surprising that the control group from Sgandurra et al. did not show benefits from repeated practice.

**Dose and duration**

In our trial, participants were asked to undertake activities for 15 minutes, five times per week for 3 months. Compliance data showed that 62% of the children who returned therapy diaries achieved this dose, while 78% achieved or exceeded 1 hour per week of therapy. The optimal dose for upper limb therapy has not been defined. Novak et al. demonstrated improvements on the Quality of Upper Extremity Skills Test following 4 weeks of a home programme with 4.5 hours of intervention. We chose a brief session duration to accommodate the short attention spans of younger children and to produce a potentially sustainable approach. We aimed to provide around 15 hours of therapy – though small compared with doses used in intensive approaches such as CIMT and HABIT, it is comparable to the dose used by Sgandurra et al. It would be interesting to determine the effects of a longer period of intervention or a higher dose. For future studies we would also advocate documentation of dose at more frequent intervals to enhance compliance data.

Another aspect of dose is the number of movement repetitions practised. Children in the RP group may have practised movements with greater frequency than the AO+RP group, who alternated observation and performance. Addressing this limitation is difficult – if we had prescribed double the therapy time to the AO+RP group as to the RP group, time engaged in therapy would have been a confounding factor. Similarly, if we had made the RP group observe unrelated actions or non-human motion between moves, we would have risked unblinding and possibly alienating parents, as this would not represent a plausible component of therapy. Pragmatically, if our results represented a trade-off between repetitions and time, this does not provide strong justification for advocating AO+RP over RP alone.

**Sample size**

Our sample size was large compared with many studies of interventions for children with UCP. The mean sample size for RCTs of upper limb therapies in UCP is 29.7 (SD 19.1). Our power calculation was based on a standardized effect size of 0.75. A post-hoc power calculation based on our collected data showed that 322 participants would be needed to detect a between-group change difference of five logit-based AHA units (smallest detectable difference) with 80% power. No published trials of interventions for children with UCP have achieved samples of this size.

**Combined group improvements**

We showed that a low-intensity parent-delivered home programme of play therapy improves hand function in children with UCP. The improvement in AHA scores was smaller than the smallest detectable difference. However, not all changes in bimanual function are detectable with the AHA. Hung et al. detected group-specific improvements in bimanual coordination using 3D kinematic recordings from a drawer-opening task, which were not observed using the AHA. The MA2 is a reformulation of the MUUL with improved psychometric properties; however, standard error of measurement and smallest detectable difference have not yet been defined. Nonetheless, small but significant improvements were observed in the combined group data in all three outcome measures used.

Our approach is accessible and the findings generalizable within the age group studied. However, it does require
parental time and commitment, and engagement from both parties. A potential weakness is that we did not have an additional group receiving no intervention for 6 months, but it would have been difficult to recruit to such a group in the context of the trial. We considered adding a further baseline test to demonstrate lack of change in the 3 months preceding the intervention, but this would have increased attrition. However, MUUL and AHA scores are not significantly different when measured 12 months apart in children with UCP. Even in young children with UCP (around 3y of age), the average developmental increase in AHA scores over a 3-month period is <0.5 logits. Furthermore, the improvements in our study were seen in the first 3 months, with no significant improvement between 3- and 6-month assessments. Therefore our results likely indicate genuine therapeutic gains rather than age-related changes. Of interest for future studies is the effect of age in response to therapy intervention in each group. Unfortunately our sample size was not large enough to analyze this. It will also be important to document the intensity of any other therapy input received.

CONCLUSION
Using a home-based parent-delivered play therapy approach, there is no difference in upper limb outcomes between AO+RP therapy and RP alone for children aged 3 to 10 years with UCP. However, low-intensity upper limb therapy can be delivered at home by parents, incorporated into play for as little as 1 hour per week with a small but sustained benefit.
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SUPPORTING INFORMATION
The following additional material may be found online:
Table SII: Statistical comparison of changes in MA2 sub scores.
Data SII: Example game instructions.
Data SIII: Generic instructions for control and therapy groups.
Data SIII: Therapy diary.
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